We designed and fabricated an optical system containing high efficiency diffractive optical elements (DOEs) with large numerical apertures (NA) for an all-optical gate, based on a Symmetric Self-Electro-Optic Effect Device (S-SEED) technology. The S-SEEDs are the active elements that perform the optical switching in the optical interconnect. Multiple, off-axis DOEs are used to collect and focus light onto the S-SEEDs and the Input/Output optical fibers. Each S-SEED has at least seven input signals, two alignment signals, and two output signals. Each signal uses a DOE. DOE fabrication is relatively mature and utilizes the precise lateral alignment inherent in photolithography to produce arrays compatible with dense optical interconnects.
INTRODUCTION
Diffractive optical elements (DOEs) are ideal devices for integration and high-density optical component packaging. DOEs were selected to demonstrate a compact chip-scale optical interconnect between multiple symmetric self-electro-optic effect device (S-SEED) 1, 2 gates that work at telecom wavelengths (1.55 μm). An S-SEED has a bi-stability that can act as an optical NAND or NOR gate due to its set-reset latch. Multiple and sometimes complementary optical signals are required for both diodes on each S-SEED pair for setting, logical input, and data clocking.
Each input optical signal comes from a standard commercial MT ferrule with 6x12-fiber ribbon of single mode fibers, with 250μm pitch (Figure 1 ). The S-SEEDs are 1mm apart, with the DOEs spaced at the same 250μm spacing as the input fibers. To maximize efficiency, the DOEs are 250μm square and have a 100% fill factor. In Figure 1 , the gray circles are fibers that address DOEs used in the alignment, striped circles are non-active fibers that have DOEs underneath, and black circles are fibers that address the logic signal DOEs.
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LTh' (\J A side view (Figure 2 ) of the micro-system shows the 900μm fused silica thickness and the 800μm space between the DOEs and the S-SEEDs. The figure shows the ray trace of the clock signals from the fibers, starting at both ends of the system. The light is focused by DOEs onto S-SEED-1 and S-SEED-3, and depending on their bi-stable condition, light will reflect (or will be absorbed by the S-SEED) to relay DOEs and relay mirrors that will focus the light on S-SEED-2. Keeler et al. reported results for high-speed tests done using freestanding S-SEEDs 3 and for the set up utilizing the DOEs 4 described in this paper. Figure 2 Side view depiction of the active fibers, the DOE substrate, the S-SEEDs locations, and a ray trace from the input clock signal toward S-SEED-2. Ray traces from the other fibers into their respective S-SEEDs are not shown for clarity.
XOR DOE LAYOUT
The DOE array was fabricated to include two parallel sets of optical elements, A and B, to encompass every S-SEED diode pair. This can be seen in the microscope composite image in Figure 3 (a). Each beam path has two input-clock DOE pairs, one set at the top side and another at the bottom side of the picture. There are SEI 3.0kv X600 l0iJm WD 16.0mm SANDIA four lens designs: an "Alignment" which is the only on-axis lens, a "Relay" lens that collimates the light between the S-SEEDs, a "Clock-Input" lens used to send the clock signal into the S-SEEDs and the preset signals, and the "Logic-Input" lens. The logic input lens has the minimum period distribution of 1.88 μm (1.21λ). Figure 3 (b) shows a scanned electron micrograph (SEM) at the intersection of the four DOE designs that include the "Align," "Clock-Input," "Logic-Input" and "Relay." Note the full fill factor of the DOEs and their location shown in the microscope composite as a dashed square.
(a) (b) Figure 3 (a) Microscope composite shows one location where the four DOE designs are located. (b) Scanned electron micrograph (SEM) of fabricated DOE lenses. Clockwise from the bottom-left: "Align," "Clock-Input," "Logic-Input," and "Relay" DOE lenses.
XOR DOE MODELING
Using a ray-tracing model, we checked the sensitivity of the system for misalignments of all the DOEs (while maintaining the fiber and the S-SEEDs fixed) in the y-axis [ Figure 4 Figure 4 Optical system shift sensitivity analysis in the y-axis (a) and the x-axis (b) while maintaining the fibers and the S-SEEDs fixed. The system has a 3 dB loss for +/-3 μm misalignments. Note that the signal at S-SEED-2 closely follows the signal at S-SEED-1 (S-SEED-3), indicating that the alignment of the DOE between the fiber and S-SEED-1 (S-SEED-3) is the limiting optical element.
Our analysis indicates that the propagation of the light from the fibers to S-SEED-1 is the most sensitive path of the system to lateral DOE shifts. The relay section, between S-SEED-1 and S-SEED-2 is less sensitive to DOE shifts, and the signal at S-SEED-2 is constrained by the signal behavior seen at S-SEED-1. This explains why the curve for S-SEED-2 is closely aligned with S-SEED-1 in Figure 4 .
A similar analysis was done by shifting the longitudinal position of the input fiber. The responses obtained were similar in magnitude and behavior to those seen in Figure 4 , but with a larger misalignment tolerance of +/-6 μm for a 3 dB loss. This misalignment tolerances are within the positioning capability of the DOE fixture, which is in the order of +/1 μm.
We considered variations in the air space [ Figure 5 Figure 6 shows the response of the system to a variation in wavelength. As expected with a diffractive lensbased system, as the wavelength changes, the spot size increases due to defocusing. This is most notable in S-SEED 2. There is a small shift in the location of the spots, but the defocusing is the dominant phenomenon. Degradation is less pronounced for shorter wavelengths. 
DOE FABRICATION
This well-constrained system allows for the design of DOEs that have an effective F-number of 1.4. We designed 8-level DOEs with the option of 4-level mixing to maximize efficiency. Rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) was used to calculate the transmitted and reflected efficiencies for all propagating orders in the DOEs. A first order approximation for the DOEs depths can be calculated using the following scalar equation:
Where N is the number of masks and n is the refractive index of the DOE. This depth calculation is appropriate for lenses with periods larger than 10λ, the scalar regime. However, lenses with periods comparable to the incident wavelength are in the quasi-static (vector) regime and the optimum depth should be calculated using RCWA. Following standard photolithographic techniques, all the features have the same design depth. That depth was determined by weighting the intensity distribution on the DOEs, and their spatial period distribution. The lenses are in fused silica at a wavelength of 1.55 μm, and the polarization is at 45 degrees to indicate there is no preference for any polarization orientation. The fused silica refractive index is 1.444 at 1.55 μm, for a total depth of 2.618 μm and 3.054 μm for the 4-and 8-level gratings, respectively. These calculated depths coincide with the scalar-predicted depth. For the 8-level DOE the first etch depth is 0.436μm, the second is 0.873μm, and the third is 1.745μm. The 4-level DOE only uses the last two etches. Figure 7 shows efficiencies of the first transmitted order for 4-and 8-level DOEs as a function of period and using the calculated two calculated depths. At larger periods, the first-order predicted efficiency starts to approach the scalar values. For periods less than λ (1.55 μm) the first order does not exist. From a period of 1.5λ (2.325 μm) to 3λ (4.65 μm), the efficiencies for both gratings drop below 50%. Even more unusual is the higher efficiency of the 4-level grating compared to the 8-level grating. At 2λ (3.1μm), the efficiencies are close to 20%, where the transmitted first order reaches 25% for the 4-level and less than 20% for the 8-level DOE. The fabrication of the DOE lenses used two contact masks: The first mask patterned the global and chip alignment fiducials using a lift-off process. Lift-off was done by evaporating 100Å of Ti (for adhesion enhancement), and 1000Å of Au on top of patterned positive photoresist (AZ-5214) with a thickness of 1.3μm to 1.4μm. The alignment fiducials are used to align the three e-beam masks. The second mask (protection mask) shields the areas that should not be etched by the reactive ion etcher (RIE) but cannot be protected by the mask written with the e-beam writer. The features for this second mask are usually large and we deposited a layer of positive photoresist (AZ-5214) with a thickness on the order of 1.3μm to 1.4μm. The protection mask reduces loading effects during the dry etching by limiting the exposed areas to the DOEs only.
After patterning the Au/Ti alignment fiducials, a film of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) was spun on top of the substrate. We targeted a film of more than 3000Å [5000rpm -4% PMMA / 96% solvent (Chlorobenzene)] and wrote the most shallow of the DOE masks with the 50KV e-beam writer. Then we deposited 50Å of Cr and 500Å of Ni and did liftoff leaving the first etch mask pattern. Before dry etching, most of the substrate, with exception of the DOEs, is protected with a film of photoresist that was patterned using the protection mask. The RIE was set to a pressure of 40 mT, the RF to 200 Watts, the DC bias to 434V, with flow rates of 40 sccm of CHF 3 For the second metal mask, we used 6000Å of PMMA (2000 to 3000 rpm -6% PMMA/ 94% Chlorobenzene) and, after writing and developing, we deposited 50Å of Cr and 750Å of Ni. We targeted an etch depth of 0.873μm.
The third mask targeted an etch depth of 1.745μm. The PMMA thickness was 12000Å (2000 to 3000 rpm -9% PMMA/ 91% Chlorobenzene), and the thickness of the deposited Ni was increased to 1000Å with the same adhesive layer of 50Å of Cr. Figure 8(a) shows a SEM of a fused silica 8-level DOE. Figure 8(b) shows a SEM of a 4-level grating with a depth of 2.59μm. The target depth for 4-level gratings is 2.62μm. An analysis of mask misalignment of a 4-level DOE (two masks) was done with a shift to the right of the second mask [ Figure 9 (a)] for a period of 4.99μm (3.22λ). Efficiency of the most significant transmitted orders (+1, -1, 0, +3 and -3) was calculated for a mask misalignment up to 1μm (0.2Λ). Looking at Figure  8 (c) the expected misalignment is in the order of 0.1μm (0.02Λ) and the first orders transmitted efficiency does not drop more than 2 percentage points from 61%. These misalignment errors are not surprising given the typical misalignments between masks for an e-beam machine is 0.1μm or less. We look at misalignment of the second mask on the opposite direction (shift to the left) and the loss in efficiency is a 5 percentage points from the original 61% when the misalignment is -0.1μm. Nevertheless, the transmitted efficiency curves of the same relevant orders (+1, -1, 0, +3 and -3) behave the same way as the curves in Figure 9 (b). 
DOE TESTING
To calculate the actual efficiency of a full DOE lens, we sampled the periods at well-defined annular intervals and calculated the grating efficiency for the dominant period at that interval using RCWA. The percentage of energy diffracted is calculated by techniques developed by Swanson 5 , and is added to the other intervals. This approach allows for the calculation of efficiencies for any beam size and distribution, and for non-radially symmetrical lenses. For our calculations, we assumed that the incident light would have a Gaussian irradiance distribution to model light from an optical fiber or laser.
We predicted the efficiency of the lenses for different input beam sizes and compared the results to measurements, as shown in Figure 10 . Using Swanson's techniques, we calculated the efficiency of the DOEs for different incident beam sizes. Large beams overfill the DOE, where some of the light is vignetted, but the overall efficiency of the DOE does not fall abruptly because the incident beam is Gaussian, with most of the light in the center. As the beam gets smaller the vignetting effects become less dominant and the efficiency of the spatial periods at the center of the DOEs prevail. The spatial periods at the center of the "Alignment" and "Relay" DOEs are large and highly efficient and their efficiency is between 80 and 90 percent. The "Logic-Input," and to a lesser degree the "Clock-Input," DOEs have smaller and less efficient spatial periods at the center. We measured the lenses with a Gaussian beam half-width 1/e 2 lens fill size at the DOE of 75μm. This is the expected fill size for this application (solid markers in Figure 10 ). The measured efficiency of each lens was extremely close to the predicted values. The difference to the predicted values in the curves was between two to six percentage points. 
CONCLUSION
We designed and fabricated a micro-optical system containing high efficiency DOEs with large numerical apertures (NA) for an all-optical gate, based on a Symmetric Self-Electro-Optic Effect Device (S-SEED) technology. Multiple, off-axis DOEs were used to collect and focus light onto the S-SEEDs and the Input/Output optical fibers. DOE fabrication is relatively mature and utilizes the precise lateral alignment inherent in photolithography, especially e-beam lithography, to produce lens arrays compatible with dense optical interconnects. Large deflection angles lead to extremely small feature sizes in the outer zones of the DOEs, as a result the lower efficiencies of some of the lenses. We optimized DOE efficiency with modifications to the blaze geometry and by mixing 8-level and 4-level spatial periods. The system layout was modified to reduce complexity by working in collimated space between the S-SEEDs instead of imaging into relay mirrors. Successful fabrication was confirmed when direct measurements of the DOE efficiencies were within two to six percentage points of predicted values.
